INTRODUCTION
============

U[nintended radiation]{.smallcaps} exposures could occur to personnel due to industrial and medical radiological accidents, nuclear and radiological attacks by terrorists, and large solar particle events (SPEs) during interplanetary space travel. In such scenarios, dosimeters are needed for effective medical management and treatment of the exposed individuals ([@R46]). While physical devices can promptly detect radiation contamination in living subjects and reconstruct the radiation intensity in the environment, they cannot detect the absorbed dose and dose distribution in a particular individual or estimate individual radiation sensitivity. To guide medical personnel in their clinical decisions, biological markers are usually applied to examine the radiation-induced changes at different biological levels; i.e., total organism, organ systems, cellular systems, and genomics/proteomics at subcellular levels. These indicators are observable signs, symptoms, or phenotypes as a function of time after radiation exposure. The manifestation of these syndromes reflects the response of physiological processes at various levels of coping with the effects of radiation impairment ([@R30]). Among these, the peripheral blood cell counts are widely recognized as robust and high throughput indicators to assess the extent of radiation-induced injury ([@R48]). This is due to the fact that the hematopoietic system is one of the most vulnerable parts of the human body to radiation damage ([@R20]; [@R15]). Empirical formulas such as Guskova's method ([@R4]) and Goans' method ([@R19]; [@R21]) have established a quantitative relationship between the absorbed doses of the exposed individuals and the absolute lymphocyte counts or lymphocyte depletion rates and have been widely used in the research community of radiation casualty management ([@R42]; [@R39]). However, experimental and theoretical studies on the underlying mechanisms of these empirical formulas are lacking.

Recently, the authors found that a set of coarse-grained hematopoietic compartmental (CGHC) models can be used to describe the perturbation of blood cell kinetics in animals and humans that is induced by various types of radiation exposures (Hu and Cucinotta 2011). Particularly, the models demonstrated good correlations between the absorbed doses and the time course of granulocyte and lymphocyte changes in peripheral blood after radiation exposure (Hu and Cucinotta 2011; [@R31]; [@R29]). These models were originally proposed by Smirnova in the late 1980s to simulate and interpret experimental data of acute and chronic irradiations on rodents ([@R43]). The authors developed methods to extrapolate these models for dogs, non-human primates, and humans (Hu and Cucinotta 2011), which can simulate many sets of experimental data for large-size animals as well as clinical data of accidental human victims with a wide range of absorbed doses and exposure scenarios (Hu and Cucinotta 2011; [@R31]). It has been established that the granulopoiesis model can reproduce the initial granulocytosis, the following depression and abortive rise, the nadir period, and the final regenerative phase, which span from the timepoint of exposure to several weeks post-exposure (Hu and Cucinotta 2011). For the human lymphopoiesis model, the simulated lymphocyte counts and the depletion rate constants are consistent with the empirical methods of Guskova's and Goans' formulas ([@R31]). These results suggest that these models can be used as biodosimetry tools to assess radiation injury. Furthermore, they may provide a framework to illustrate the biological mechanism of the two empirical formulas that link the peripheral blood cells and absorbed doses.

Modeling the radiation-induced perturbation of the hematopoietic system has been pursued for several decades ([@R8]; [@R45]; [@R49]; [@R17]). However, most models are built upon a very detailed architectural organization from hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) to mature blood cells, which are speculated to comprise up to 31 stages ([@R12]). These models also contain a large number of variables and coefficients that are difficult to determine experimentally. The Smirnova's approach applied in the recent series of works considers all four major cell lines (granulopoiesis, lymphopoiesis, erythropoiesis, and thrombopoiesis) in a framework of negative feedback control via an implicit regulation mechanism, with each cell line consisting of either three or four coarse-grained compartments, and explicit parameters measurable by conventional hematological and radiobiological methods ([@R43]). The implicit treatment of various regulation factors is consistent with physiological and particularly the radiation-pathophysiological observations. It is revealed that, for each cell line, not only a network of hematopoietic cytokines exist that regulate cell viability, multiplication and differentiation ([@R40]), but there are also nervous factors characterized by myelinated and unmyelinated nerve fibers in bone marrow that control cellular flow. Also cellular factors such as the continuous migration of HSCs through the blood assure a sufficient number of HSCs in each bone marrow subunit ([@R16]). These factors work together to allow the heterogeneously distributed bone marrow to act and react as "one organ" for the complicated cell renewal processes in the whole body. An implicit treatment of such a complex mechanism is superior to the explicit way, as the regulation of each cell line acts not just locally but in terms of how a system operates across all levels of organization. With this advantage and the simplified coarse-grained hematopoietic compartmental structure, effects of various radiation conditions can be incorporated easily into the cellular kinetic equations, and a dynamic relationship between the peripheral blood and bone marrow precursor cells after radiation damage can be rigorously established ([@R43]).

In this work, the authors present their endeavor to use four sets of CGHC models for humans as a biodosimetry tool to estimate dose through the dynamics of multi-type blood cell counts after radiation exposure. This is stimulated by a recent work on modeling the human thrombopoietic response after radiation ([@R44]) and the fact that the dynamics of leukocyte counts after significant exposure follow a pattern very similar to that of the granulocyte counts ([@R47]). This investigation indicates that the granulocyte, lymphocyte, leukocyte, and platelet counts after exposure are robust indicators of radiation doses for exposed victims. In addition, the correlation of the absorbed doses with the multi-type blood cell counts is established not only in the early time window (1--2 d) but also in the late phase (up to 4 wk) after exposure. The blood cell assay is readily available, automated, and inexpensive because it is a standard diagnostic tool for investigating many clinical conditions. Furthermore, the peripheral blood counts are must-have information to monitor the health status of victims in any radiation-related accidental scenarios. Therefore, it is expected that these modeling tools can be used as rapid, point-of-care diagnostic or centralized high-throughput assay systems for radiation exposure and injury assessment, especially for large-scale radiation accident/incident scenarios involving mass casualties.

In the following section, the models for these four systems, the algorithms of dose estimation, and the functions of each module in the software HemoDose are discussed. In the next section, patient data in some historical accidents are used as examples to demonstrate the capabilities of these tools. After that, the four models are compared with respect to their prediction strength as well as possible limitations. The last section provides a summary and some future research directions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

CGHC models for humans
----------------------

As the detailed granulopoiesis and lymphopoiesis models for various animals and humans have been described previously (Hu and Cucinotta 2011; [@R31]), only a brief summary of a unified version of the granulopoiesis, lymphopoiesis, and thrombopoiesis models for humans is provided here.

Based on the scheme of Smirnova ([@R35]), each hematopoietic line is considered to contain three coarse-grained compartments, according to the degree of the maturity and dividing capability of the cells:

-   X~1~, the dividing precursor cells (from stem cells in the respective microenvironment to morphologically identifiable dividing cells);

-   X~2~, the nondividing but maturing cells; and

-   X~3~, the mature cells in peripheral blood.

The granulopoiesis model also considers the mature granulocytes in various tissues (X~4~) (Hu and Cucinotta 2011).

The killing rate of whole body irradiation at a dose rate *N* is described in the dynamics of the concentration of each cell compartment as
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where *x*~*i*~ *(i=1,2,3,4)* are the concentrations of cells in compartment *X*~*i*~ (defined as *x*~0~ == *x*~1~), *B*~0~ is the reproduction rate of X~1~ cells, *B*~*i*~ *(i =1,2,3,4)* are the specific transfer rates of cells from the various pools to the next pools, and *D*~*i*~ is the conventional radiobiological dose *D*~0~ for *X*~*i*~ cells (a dose after which the number of cells in this compartment reduces to 37% of their initial number).

For each cell compartment, it is assumed that two types of damaged cells are induced by radiation; i.e.,
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where ![](hp-109-54-i004.jpg) and ![](hp-109-54-i005.jpg) are the concentrations of moderately damaged and heavily damaged X~i~ cells, which collectively survive 1--2 d and only 4--7 h, respectively, after radiation injury; *ρ*~*i*~ the ratio of the numbers of moderately damaged and heavily damaged *X*~*i*~ cells; and *ν*^*md*^ and *ν*^*hd*^ the specific death rates of these two types of damaged cells. For granulopoiesis and thrombopoiesis, only *X*~1~ cells are radiosensitive (i.e., *D*~*i\ \>\ 1*~ = ∞), and therefore *i* = 1 in eqns (2) and (3). But for lymphopoiesis, all three compartments are radiosensitive, and *i* = 1--3 in the above equations ([@R31]).

To determine the ratio *ρ*~*i*~ of the moderately damaged and heavily damaged *X*~*i*~ cells, another radiosensitivity parameter ![](hp-109-54-i006.jpg) for interphase cells was introduced, which is defined as the acute dose that reduces the number of cells in interphase (4--7 h) to 37% of the initial number ([@R35]), such that
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where *i = 1* for granulopoiesis and thrombopoiesis, and *i =* 1--3 for lymphopoiesis.

Following the injured cells hypothesis proposed by [@R8], the undamaged *X*~1~ cells are further divided into intact and weakly damaged cells, both of which undergo proliferation and maturation at the same rates as normal cells until an abortive rise time *T*~*ar*~ is reached. Then cells from the weakly damaged group die at the same rate as the moderately damaged cells *ν*^*md*^. *T*~*ar*~ is found to be linearly related to the absorbed dose *D*,
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where *T*~0~ and *E* are time parameters that are unique for specific hematopoietic lineages and species, and *D = N* × Δ*t* (Hu and Cucinotta 2011; [@R31]).

Another radiosensitivity parameter, ![](hp-109-54-i009.jpg), is introduced to characterize the dynamics of the weakly damaged cells:
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where *ν*^*wd*^ specifies the death rate of the weakly damaged cells.

Based on the implicit regulation mechanism, the production rate of *X*~1~ cells is determined by other parameters and cell concentrations ([@R43]):
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where *A* is the maximum specific rate of cell division; θ~*i*~, Φ, and Γ represent the dissimilar contribution of different cells to the regulators production; and β is determined by the transfer rates of the compartments to ascertain that the system can be maintained in the steady state when no radiation is imposed (Hu and Cucinotta 2011), which has the following form:
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For acute radiation, the above equations are further simplified as the terms for cell killing vanish after exposure, which are reported earlier (Hu and Cucinotta 2011; [@R31]). The control parameters and radiobiological parameters of the models of human granulopoiesis, lymphopoiesis, and thrombopoiesis used in HemoDose are listed in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. They are first estimated based on the parameters set for rodents ([@R35]) and the differences in cellular amplification factor and transfer rates for the hematopoietic systems between rodents and humans (Hu and Cucinotta 2011) and further optimized by matching the simulation results with empirical data from various sources.

###### 

The control parameters and radiobiological parameters of the models of human granulopoiesis, lymphopoiesis, and thrombopoiesis utilized in HemoDose.
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The above formalism shows that the granulopoiesis system after acute radiation can be modeled by the kinetics of seven groups of cells, the lymphopoiesis system by 10 groups of cells, and the thrombopoiesis system by six groups of cells. Granulocytes and lymphocytes are the major components of leukocytes, and the lymphocyte count is rapidly depressed and recovered very slowly after exposure. In HemoDose, the leukopoiesis model system is assumed to take the same form as the granulopoiesis system, but with a different reference count. The strength and limitation of this treatment will be discussed in the following sections.

Algorithm of dose estimation
----------------------------

The dose estimation in HemoDose is conducted by a simple trying and matching algorithm. First, a profile of blood cell counts (G/L) vs. post-exposure time (days) is constructed for granulocytes, lymphocytes, leukocytes, or platelets as the input to the program. Then a set of trial values of acute dose (*D*) are introduced into the cell-specific system of differential equations, and by integrating, a set of curves representing the dynamics of peripheral blood cell counts are generated. After that, the sums of deviations of the simulated counts from the clinical counts are calculated for all trial doses, and the trial dose that generates the best match (i.e., the minimum deviation) is chosen as the simulated dose.

A two-stage search process is used to find the best match. In the first stage, doses ranged from 0.1 Gy to 12.1 Gy with steps of 1 Gy. In the second stage, trial values range around the best dose from the first stage, this time in steps of 0.1 Gy. Therefore the estimated doses in HemoDose are reported with accuracy of 0.1 Gy. No further accuracy is pursued as the blood cell counts are known to have significant individual variations and temporal variations ([@R9]). After the best match is identified, the lower and upper 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the estimated dose for each model are calculated by assuming the baseline count is 125% and 80% of the reference value, respectively. These values are chosen to be within the usual variation ranges of the blood cell counts of healthy adults ([@R9]).

To reproduce the closest results between the simulated doses and the reported ones, it is found that the three models need to use different weighting schemes. For the thrombopoiesis model, the clinical data before 30 d post-exposure are assumed to dominate the contribution to the fitting parameter, while each data point after 30 d post-exposure contributes only 0.1 of the data in early phase. A similar scheme applies for the lymphopoiesis model, except that the early phase is defined as 7 d post-exposure. For the granulopoiesis model, however, applying reduced weights to the late phase data does not improve the prediction power but instead is found to impair the accuracy of the estimation; therefore, no weighting scheme is applied. This holds also for the leukopoiesis model.

Reference blood cell counts
---------------------------

To compare the simulated results with the clinical data, a reference blood cell count is needed for each type of cell. In HemoDose, the mean values for adults (age group 18--57 y) are used for granulocytes, lymphocytes, and platelets (4.0, 2.0, and 250.0 G/L, respectively) ([@R9]). For the leukopoiesis system, however, it is found that a reference count of 8.0 G/L helps the model to generate the best results, though the mean leukocyte counts for adults is 6.6 G/L ([@R9]).

If the mean values of the blood cell counts of the patient are known from routine physical examination or from pre-exposure measurement, replacing the default reference counts with the known individual mean counts will significantly improve the fit of the model to the clinical data. Therefore, the dose predicted this way is assumed to be closer to the real exposure.

Accidental data sets
--------------------

HemoDose web tools store several sets of hematological data of exposed personnel in some historical radiation accidents, all adapted from public literature. These include five patients' data from the 1958 Oak Ridge Y-12 plant accident ([@R3]), 82 patients' data from the 1986 Chernobyl accident ([@R25]), three patients' data from the 1999 Tokaimura accident (Hirama et al. 2003), and three patients' data from the 1999 Henan accident ([@R36]).

The Henan accident is distinct from the other three in several aspects. First, all three patients received protracted exposure rather than acute radiation, with exposure time varying from 9.3 h to 20 h ([@R36]). Second, there were one adult female patient and one young age (8 y old) male patient in this accident report, while all patients in other accidents were adult males. Third, all three patients in this accident were not identified as radiation victims immediately but were hospitalized several days later and received cytokine and transfusion treatments more than 10 d after exposure. This happened because the accident occurred at a rural site in China, not like the other accidents that occurred at industrial sites.

As most sets of data from the Chernobyl accident are available, these data sets are used to calibrate the four hematopoiesis models, and the data sets from the other three accidents are used to test the models.

Software modules
----------------

HemoDose web tools are mainly comprised of four modules of hematopoietic response after radiation exposure: granulocyte count, lymphocyte count, leukocyte count, and thrombocyte count, which can be accessed at <http://spaceradiation.usra.edu/irModels/>. Each module contains three groups of functional programs--Plot Historical Data, Model Historical Data, and Model Clinical Data--each displayed in a tab once a module is selected (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![The "Model Historical Data" tab of HemoDose after the granulocyte module is selected. The simulation result is depicted in the lower-right plot for the 2.5 \[2.0--3.0\] Gy group (17 patients) in the Chernobyl accident.](hp-109-54-g002){#F1}

The "Plot Historical Data" tab displays a web page with a list of historical events. The user can select a patient or a group in an accident, and the temporal profile of the blood cell counts will be plotted. As the plotting program is built with interactive Google Chart (<https://developers.google.com/chart/>), the counts at specific times can be displayed by moving the cursor on the scattering points.

The "Model Historical Data" tab provides the same list of historical events, but the specific model is triggered when the "Simulate" button is clicked, generating a plot with the best fitting curve juxtaposed along with the historical data points and a simulated dose with 95% CI (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

The "Model Clinical Data" tab estimates the absorbed doses of radiation for exposed victims, and it uses specific blood cell counts at different time points after exposure as inputs. HemoDose provides two ways for the user to input clinical data. The first option allows a prepared data file from a local computer to be uploaded, which contains the post-exposure times (days) and the corresponding blood cell counts (G/L) as a set of two-column data. The times and the corresponding blood cell counts will be displayed in the next web page for the user to check the correctness of input. A "Restart" button directs the user to upload the file again. Once the file is confirmed and a reference blood cell count is provided, clicking the "Run" button will launch the background codes of the corresponding hematopoiesis models, which generate a best-fitting curve based upon the input data, plot the curve as well as the input data, and give out an estimated dose with an uncertainty range (i.e., 95% CI). The second option allows the user to input the clinical data manually and, similarly, to simulate the best-fitting dynamics of specific blood cell counts as compared with the input, and to give out an estimated dose with CI.

All four modules of this set of web tools were incorporated with a set of PHP-script-driven web pages, which were tested with major browsers such as Google Chrome, Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE), Apple Sarafi, and Mozilla Firefox. A Windows desktop version was also developed. They are currently accessible at <http://spaceradiation.usra.edu/irModels/>.

RESULTS
=======

Accident data sets simulations
------------------------------

### Chernobyl accident

Two sets of hematological data were adapted from public reports on the Chernobyl accident. The first set of data is from a report that documented over 82 Chernobyl patients, with diagnosed doses ranging from 0.1 Gy to 13.8 Gy ([@R25]). They were divided into eight groups with mean doses of 0.4, 1.1, 2.5, 3.3, 4.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 12.0 Gy, the numbers of patients in which were 10, 18, 17, 7, 8, 8, 5, and 9, respectively. The second set of data is from the [@R47] report, which was a scientific response shortly after the Chernobyl accident. It provided a series of various blood cell counts of some individual patients exposed to relatively low dose whole body irradiation ([@R47]).

The group data reported in [@R25] were used to calibrate the three basic CGHC models. Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} lists the doses simulated from the final forms of the respective models. The simulated doses by the granulopoiesis model with all available data points are within 1 Gy difference from the reported doses for the respective groups with exposures from 0.4 to 7.5 Gy. For the 12.0 Gy group, the granulopoiesis model reaches its upper limit (10.5 Gy) after taking the corresponding granulocyte counts as input. The lymphopoiesis model also reaches the upper limit for this group, but the simulated dose (11.5 Gy) is closer to the reported dose. Except for the groups with doses of 3.3 Gy and 4.5 Gy, the simulated doses of other groups by the lymphopoiesis model with all available data points are within 1 Gy difference from the reported doses (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). The differences for the 3.3 and 4.5 Gy groups are 1.1 and 1.4 Gy, respectively, and the severity order is reversed from the reported order, though the uncertainty ranges of the reported and simulated doses have some overlaps. The simulated doses by the thrombopoiesis model for the six groups with exposure from 0.4 to 5.0 Gy are within 0.7 Gy difference from the reported doses. However, this model underestimates the absorbed doses of the two most highly exposed groups.

###### 

Model simulations of the absorbed doses of the patients in the Chernobyl accident.
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When these models are applied to individual data reported in [@R47], most simulated doses are higher than reported, except for the one simulated by the leukopoiesis model for Case 21, which reproduces the correct reported dose (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Nevertheless, such discrepancies are generally regarded as acceptable due to the complexity and uncertainty of any exposure diagnosis process and the individual variation of the hematopoietic response to radiation injury.

Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the temporal profiles of granulocyte, lymphocyte, and platelet counts of two groups of Chernobyl accident patients (mean absorbed dose 1.1 Gy and 5.0 Gy, respectively), along with the simulation results by the three CGHC models with all available data points. It is clear that all three models fit the clinical data better in the early phase (\<30 d) than in the late phase (\>30 d). These three types of blood cell counts in the late phase are known to have larger variations in victims than in the early phase ([@R14]). For this reason, the fitting parameters of the models use different weights of the clinical data in different phases, as discussed above.

![HemoDose model simulations of the Chernobyl accident data. The temporal profile of granulocyte, lymphocyte, and platelet counts are those of two cohorts of Chernobyl accident patients (mean absorbed dose 1.1 Gy and 5.0 Gy, respectively), which are adapted from [@R25].](hp-109-54-g004){#F2}

### Oak Ridge Y-12 plant accident

When these models are applied to clinical data of the Oak Ridge Y-12 plant accident patients, there is a systematic underestimation of the absorbed doses (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). The granulopoiesis, lymphopoiesis, and leukopoiesis models can distinguish the severely exposed patients (\>3 Gy) from the moderately exposed patients (\<3 Gy), though in some cases the discrepancies between simulated doses and those reported are larger than 1.4 Gy. All simulated doses by the thrombopoiesis model are within 0.9 Gy differences of the reported; however, the order of severity predicted by this model is not correct. It should be noted that the control parameters of these models are calibrated based on the limited sources of radiation victims' data from the Chernobyl accident in an effort to reproduce the closest results as compared to the reported doses. In the future when more sources are available, the control parameters can be adjusted, and the accuracy of prediction can be improved.

###### 

HemoDose model simulations of the absorbed doses of the patients in the Y-12 plant accident.
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Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows HemoDose model simulations of the temporal profile of granulocyte, lymphocyte, leukocyte, and platelet counts of patient A in the Y-12 plant accident with all available data points. Though the simulated doses of these four models are lower than the reported (3.65 Gy), most characteristics of the dynamics of all four types of blood cell counts are faithfully reproduced, which include the initial elevation and the subsequent depletion, abortive rise, nadir phase, and recovery phase for granulocytes and leukocytes; the initial rapid depletion and the subsequent long duration of nadir phase for lymphocytes; and the initial shoulder phase and the subsequent depletion to nadir and recovery for platelets.

![HemoDose model simulations of the Y-12 plant accident data. The temporal profile of granulocyte, lymphocyte, leukocyte, and platelet counts of patient A in the Y-12 plant accident are reproduced from Andrews and Sitterson (1959) and [@R17].](hp-109-54-g006){#F3}

### Tokai-mura accident

Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} reports the simulated doses based on the first 10-d blood counts for patients A and B, and 76-d counts for patient C in the Tokai-mura accident (Hirama et al. 2003). It should be noted that all three patients were hospitalized immediately after the exposure and received medical intervention such as granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) administration on day 1 or 2. In addition, patients A and B also received hematopoietic stem cell transplantation on day 2 and 9, respectively. These treatments should have significantly changed the hematological response of the victims. For patients A and B, all the simulated doses through the counts of three types of blood cells reach or nearly reach the upper limits of the respective models (9.9--12.5 Gy), which are consistent with the severity of their injury, though not consistent with their reported doses. For patient C, the administration of G-CSF apparently changed the time course of neutrophil and leukocyte counts after exposure, as the modeling simulations through these two types of cell counts (0.1 Gy) failed to reveal the severity of exposure. On the contrary, the lymphocyte and platelet counts appear to be unaffected by such intervention, and the simulated doses are close to the reported dose for this patient (3.6 and 4.6 Gy, respectively).

###### 

HemoDose model simulations of the absorbed doses of the patients in the Tokai-mura accident.
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### Henan accident

The three patients the Henan accidents received medical therapies more than 10 d after exposure ([@R36]). However, only leukocyte counts are reported. With the 60-d leukocyte counts, the simulated dose for Patient C (37 y, male) is 4.2 \[3.5--4.7\] Gy, which is reasonably close to the reported dose (2.8 \[2.5--3.2\] Gy). However, for Patient A (38 y, female), the simulated dose is 7.2 \[6.4--7.9\] Gy, which is a bit higher than the reported dose (5.4 \[4.3--6.6\] Gy). For the young Patient B (8 y, male), the simulated dose is 5.4 \[5.2--5.4\] Gy, significantly higher than reported (2.8 \[2.4--3.1\] Gy). This might be attributed to the protracted exposure these patients received or the age and gender factors, as the current versions of CGHC models assume that the baseline counts of four types of cells are those of healthy adults (age group 18--57 y) ([@R9]). Recent research implied that these baselines may vary for groups of different ages and genders ([@R27]). In addition, the radiosensitivity parameters of the various cellular compartments for children should be different from the adults.

Short time window simulations
-----------------------------

Though the early post-exposure points contribute more to the reconstruction of absorbed doses with CGHC models, especially for lymphocyte counts, the authors found that the clinical hematology data in late time windows after exposure are still reliable to simulate the exposure severity. Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"} shows the HemoDose model simulations of the absorbed doses of the patients in the Y-12 plant accident based on the blood cell counts in different time windows after exposure. For the lymphopoiesis model, the early time points regenerate better results as compared with the reported doses. However, the results from late time points are not very wayward; for the cases reported in Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, all simulated doses from different time windows can be accepted as good indicators of the exposure severity. For the other three models, the clinical data in late time windows generate even better results than in early time windows. This is due to the facts that, unlike the lymphocyte counts that drop exponentially after exposure, granulocyte and leukocyte counts experience initial rise, then depression and abortive rise in the early phase, and thrombocyte counts have a shoulder phase before they drop to nadir (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These results demonstrate that the blood cell counts at the late time points after exposure can still be used to estimate the absorbed doses, and HemoDose can be used as a lag-time biodosimetry tool in the case of a large radiological/nuclear attack, in which many victims may not be diagnosed immediately after exposure.

###### 

HemoDose model simulations of the absorbed doses of the patients in the Y-12 plant accident based on the blood cell counts in different time windows after exposure.
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![Short time windows simulations. HemoDose model simulations of the absorbed dose of patient A in the Y-12 plant accident based on the lymphocyte counts in different time windows after exposure. Clinical data were reproduced from [@R3].](hp-109-54-g009){#F4}

Single point simulations
------------------------

Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} also indicates that, in HemoDose, the absorbed dose of an exposed victim can be estimated with even one cell count. This capability is thoroughly investigated for the four CGHC models implemented in HemoDose. Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} lists all the reconstructed doses for patient A in the Y-12 plant accident from just one count of differentiated cells after exposure. Some data points generate incorrect results, as the lower bound of CI is higher than the upper bound, and they are not listed in the figure, but the listed doses are reasonably close to the reported dose (3.65 Gy). Among the four models, the lymphopoiesis model performs the best in the early phase (\<15 d), as in this time window (2--15 d) almost every data point generates a good estimation compared to the reported dose. However, the doses simulated from the first three time points (0.5, 1, and 1.5 d) are significantly underestimated (Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). To use these points, the multiple time point's simulation demonstrates to be more reliable (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} also indicates the thrombopoiesis model performs the single point simulations quite well during the late phase (15--30 d), and the granulopoeisis and leukopoiesis models occasionally generate correct doses. These results demonstrate that, if the four models are used complementarily, HemoDose can be used as a simple tool to rapidly estimate radiation dose in mass-casualty and population-monitoring scenarios, not only in the early time windows but also during the late phase (\<4 wk) after exposure.

![Single point simulations of the absorbed dose of patient A in Y-12 plant accident. (a) granulocyte counts, (b) lymphocyte counts, (c) leukocyte counts, (d) platelet counts.](hp-109-54-g010){#F5}

Comparing with other methods
----------------------------

As the Biodosimetry Assessment Tool (BAT) is a widely recognized software tool with algorithms for radiation dose assessment based on single or serial lymphocyte counts ([@R6], [@R7]), a comparison is made on the predictive capability of the lymphocyte module of HemoDose and BAT. Table [6](#T6){ref-type="table"} reports the calculated doses for patient A of the Y-12 plant accident based on the reported single or serial lymphocyte counts. For clinical data from days 0--3 and 7--9, BAT's estimated doses are rather close to the reported doses (i.e., 3.65 Gy). However, the calculated doses from other serial counts and single counts are not better than those estimated by HemoDose as compared with the reported dose. In addition, as the normal range of lymphocyte counts in a healthy adult is not taken into account with Guskova's method implemented in BAT ([@R41]), the doses calculated from single counts (including those for the the fourth 3-d data, which contain only one data point) do not provide a 95% CI (Table [6](#T6){ref-type="table"}). The algorithm of HemoDose allows the calculation to generate a 95% CI for both the single and serial blood cell counts, and all simulated doses except for the first day's data point are consistently and reasonably close to the reported dose.

###### 

Comparison of the prediction capability of the lymphocyte module of HemoDose and AFFRI BAT programs.^a^
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For delayed discovery events, the lymphocyte counts measured at 6 d after exposure have been used as a "rule of thumb" to estimate the absorbed doses as well as the severity of acute radiation syndrome by IAEA experts ([@R32]). As a proof of lag-time dosimetry, the lymphocyte module of HemoDose is tested by using the range of the tabulated lymphocyte counts as inputs (Table [7](#T7){ref-type="table"}). It is clear that all of the simulated doses by HemoDose, from the pre-clinical phase to the lethal cases, are consistent with the affirmed doses by IAEA experts (Table [6](#T6){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Comparison of the estimated doses for delayed discovery events between the HemoDose calculation and IAEA experts affirmation (adapted from [@R32]).
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Cytogenetic analysis is regarded as the "gold standard" for accurate diagnosis of radiation exposure ([@R48]). Though the results will not be available for 48 to 72 h after the sample has been submitted for analysis due to the need for incubation, the estimated doses by this method are usually consistent with other more sophisticated methods. For the recent Bulgaria accidents ([@R13]; [@R22]), two laboratories \[Institut de Radioprotection et de Ŝuret´e Nucléaire (IRSN), Paris, and National Centre of Radiobiology and Radiation Protection (NCRRP), Sofia\] used the same protocol to perform cytogenetic analysis on the samples of five patients and got nearly the same results (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). With the lymphocyte counts of days 2--7 and the specific baseline of the patients reported in [@R13], the estimated doses of five patients by HemoDose are consistent with the results of these two laboratories (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, if the default reference count for lymphocytes (i.e., 2.0 G/L) is applied, the discrepancies of HemoDose estimation are generally larger. This indicates that a patient-specific baseline, if available, can improve the prediction power of HemoDose.

![Comparison of estimated doses by HemoDose and cytogenetic method for five patients in the Bulgaria accident. The 95% confidence interval of each method was used to plot the error bars ([@R13]). Same protocol of cytogenetic analysis was used in NCRRP and IRSN ([@R22]).](hp-109-54-g013){#F6}

The blood cell counts have been used routinely as a reliable indicator for radiation injury in many previous delayed discovery events ([@R36]). However, the mechanism of their close correlation has not been systematically and rigorously investigated previously. It is evident that the approach applied in this work could facilitate further mechanism study of mammalian hematopoiesis response after radiation exposure.

DISCUSSION
==========

Among the four models considered, the lymphopoiesis model performs the best for either serial counts or single point estimations. Due to the high sensitivity of all compartments of this lineage to radiation, the dynamics of lymphocyte counts after exposure follows a simple "hockey stick" pattern ([@R41]); i.e., an early exponential depletion followed by a slow recovering phase. The correlation between the absorbed doses and the time profile of lymphocyte counts has previously inspired researchers to formulate two empirical methods (i.e., Guskova's method and Goans' method), which form the basis of BAT algorithms ([@R7]). An in-depth discussion has been presented before about the compatibility of the CGHC lymphopoiesis model and these empirical formulas ([@R31]). It is noteworthy to pay attention to the time frame restriction of applying these formulas. For example, Goans' method is formulated based on the reported hematological data of the first 8 h or 2 d post-irradiation ([@R19], [@R20]). The assumption of exponential depletion is apparently not valid after the initial phase. In addition, the rapid initial depletion phase is significantly shorter for high dose cases than for low dose cases. Based upon this observation, it will be problematic to use one formula to describe the lymphocyte response for a wide range of absorbed doses, which may also provide incorrect information for the severity of the hematopoiesis injury ([@R48]; [@R2]). As the CGHC lymphopoiesis model characterizes the deviation of absolute lymphocyte counts from the beginning of infliction up to the whole range of clinical observation, the time frame from which the clinical data are derived is not essential to the accuracy of the diagnosis, though early data points (\<7 d) are more reliable than later points.

Comparing with the lymphopoiesis model, the granulopoiesis and thrombopoiesis models are more reliable to characterize the cellular dynamics in the late phase (\>15 d). The platelet counts are particularly valuable to estimate absorbed dose from single clinical data during the late phase (15--30 d). However, because the platelets are resistant to radiation and have a lifetime of about 10 d in blood, the decline of these cells during the early phase after radiation is slow and usually involves a wide shoulder ([@R16]). The data points in the early phase (\<15 d) are therefore not quite predictive to estimate the severity of exposure. On the other hand, there is evidence that the magnitude of the initial granulocytosis is correlated with the absorbed doses ([@R16]). However, due to the lack of empirical data that can be considered with the granulopoiesis model, such a correlation has not yet been fully established. The dose-dependent granulocytosis is included in the updated model \[Figs. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} of this work, as compared with Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} in Hu and Cucinotta (2011)\] and will be improved when more data sources are available. An interesting alternative approach is to consider the dynamics of the ratio of neutrophil/lymphocyte counts after exposure, which will take out the factor of inter-individual variations of the baseline and therefore generate more accurate dose estimation ([@R5]).

Apparently, a simple adaptation of the granulopoiesis model to describe the radiation alternated dynamics of leukocytes has only achieved limited success. It appears that the contribution of monocyte cells cannot be ignored, which constitute 2--10% of all leukocytes in the human body. Though it is known that monocytes are produced by the bone marrow from hematopoietic stem cell precursors called monoblasts and circulate in the bloodstream for about 1 to 3 d and then move into tissues throughout the body, the cell kinetics as well as radiation response of this lineage have not been well studied. A further step to improve the leukopoiesis model would be taking the lymphocyte dose response into account, which can be achieved by simple superposition of the dynamics of lymphocytes onto that of the granulocytes. A well established leukocyte dose indicator will be useful, as in many places with poor medical resources, a differential white blood cell assay may not be feasible, but the total leukocyte count analysis is much easier to conduct (e.g., in [@R36]).

Limitations of note are the limited sources of accident victims' data as well as the inherent variability and large statistical errors in various datasets. Another concern of HemoDose is the lack of consideration of age and gender-dependent factors. The current version assumes the baseline counts of three types of cells are those of healthy adults (age group 18--57 y) ([@R9]). The introduction of age and gender-dependent parameters is currently being developed and will be reported in future work. Recent research implied that these baselines may be variant for groups of different ages and genders ([@R27]). Particularly, the radiosensitivity parameters of the various cellular compartments for children and seniors are definitely different from the adults. The simulations of the three patients in the Henan accidents ([@R36]) demonstrate this problem, which can be run online as the data are stored at the web site. To be a useful biodosimetry tool in a radiology/nuclear disaster scenario, the application range of population of these models needs to be expanded to include all segments of the civilian population, especially the at-risk population such as children, pregnant women, senior citizens, and patients with illness or infection, etc. Further works are necessary to consider larger accident patient databases, such as SEARCH ([@R18]) and the U.S. Radiation Registry REAC/TS ([@R24]).

Besides the hematological approach by using clinical parameters on which the algorithms of HemoDose and BAT are based, there are many other established and emerging dosimetry methods that can be used immediately and retrospectively to estimate the absorbed doses for radiation-exposed victims. These include the cytogenetic techniques such as the 'gold standard' dicentric chromosome assay; premature chromosome condensation; micronucleus assay and various FISH techniques ([@R33]); genetic techniques such as somatic mutations and gene expression assay ([@R37]); protein biomarkers like γ-H2AX, C-reactive protein, and serum amylase ([@R23]); physical dosimetry, such as the electron paramagnetic resonance, thermoluminescence, optically stimulated luminescence and nuclear activation; and various analytical and numerical dose reconstruction techniques ([@R1]). However, due to the inherent limitations of each method and the vast challenges in most radiation accident scenarios, none of these methods can be used as a standalone tool to perform rapid and accurate dose assessment for the possibly hundreds of thousands of people in such events ([@R1]). It is envisioned that the cheap, easy-to-use, and deployable methods such as HemoDose and BAT will play an essential role in the initial triage during such events, and other sophisticated techniques can be used as complimentary tools to further determine the accurate doses for the victims that need medical intervention or no-exposure assurance.

CONCLUSION
==========

The above results demonstrate the predictive capability of HemoDose to assess radiation exposure severity. Since the early study of radiation effects, peripheral blood cell counts have been noted as bio-indicators of radiation injury, and quantitative correlation between the blood cell counts and absorbed doses has been hypothesized ([@R8]). The authors found that this can be elegantly formulated by the Smirnova's approach, which uses a coarse-grained compartmental representation of the mammalian hematopoiesis system and an implicit regulatory mechanism. Testing with many data sets from some historical radiation accidents with HemoDose, it is established that either single or serial granulocyte, lymphocyte, leukocyte, or platelet counts after exposure can be robust indicators of the absorbed doses for the exposed individuals or groups. The blood cell assay is readily available, automated and inexpensive, and measurements take only a fraction of an hour for multiple samples. Therefore, these modeling tools can be used in combination with high throughput blood assay systems for rapid dose determinations in a large scale radiological disaster scenario. In addition, the present work indicates that correlation between the absorbed doses and victim\'s various types of blood cell counts exists not only in the early time window (1 or 2 d) but also in the late phase (up to 4 wk) after exposure, if the four types of blood cell counts are combined for analysis. This capability will be very useful to estimate the severity of exposure for delayed discovery events.

HemoDose can also serve as an alternative biodosimetry tool for space travelers in the case of large SPEs ([@R11]; [@R34]). Calculations based on actual solar particle observation indicate that some large historical SPEs may have induced moderate acute radiation sickness (ARS) in astronauts beyond low earth orbit ([@R30]). Mitigating the adverse biological effects of SPEs is one of the primary concerns of space agencies, as various types of ARS are known to immediately impair the performance capabilities of crew members and thereby threaten mission success ([@R38]). With the recent proposal of deployment of a hematology analyzer to the space vehicles ([@R10]), it will be appropriate to apply HemoDose to monitor the severity of ARS of crew members in case the vehicles encounter a large SPE. Rapid radiation exposure information in such an adverse scenario is essential for the health and medical management team to respond promptly to apply pertinent countermeasures and ensure that the safety and performance of the crew members will not be imperiled. To improve the accuracy of HemoDose for SPEs, future work will consider track structure effects on the RBEs for different cell phase compartments and cell types and the role of combined SPE and galactic cosmic ray exposure, with additional considerations of the influence of microgravity on blood system responses.
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